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Appendix T: References to studies from the 2004 and 2009 guidelines

T.1 References to studies from the 2009 guideline

This appendix section contains references for the studies included in the 2009 guideline, as they appeared in that guideline.

T.1.1 Service delivery references

T.1.1.1 Collaborative care

ADLER2004 (Published Data Only)

Araya2003 (Published Data Only)

Blanchard1995 (Published Data Only)

CHEWGRAHAM2007 (Published Data Only)

DATTO2003 (Published Data Only)

DIETRICH2004 (Published Data Only)


DOBSCHA2006 (Published Data Only)

FINLEY2003 (Published Data Only)


Hunkeler2000 (Published Data Only)


Katon1995 (Published Data Only)


Katon1996 (Published Data Only)


Katon1999 (Published Data Only)


LUDMAN2007 (Published Data Only)


Mann1998b (Published Data Only)


MCMAHON2007 (Published Data Only)

PERAHIA2008 (Published Data Only)

PILLING2010 (Unpublished Data Only)

RICHARDS2008 (Published Data Only)

RICKLES2005 (Published Data Only)

ROST2001a (Published Data Only)


ROST2001b (Published Data Only)


Simon2000 (Published Data Only)

SIMON2004 (Published Data Only)

SIMON2006 (Published Data Only)

Smit2006 (Published Data Only)


Unutzer2002 (Published Data Only)


**Wells1999** (Published Data Only)


Masaquel, A., Wells, K., & Ettner, S. L. (2007) How does the persistence of depression influence the continuity and type of health insurance and coverage limits on mental health therapy? The Journal of Mental Health Policy & Economics, 10, 133-144.


**T.1.1.2 Collaborative care relapse prevention**

KATON2001old (Published Data Only)


**T.1.1.3 Medication management**

ADLER2004 (Published Data Only)

CROCKETT2006 (Published Data Only)

PEVELER1999 (Published Data Only)

RICKLES2005 (Published Data Only)

WILKINSON1993 (Published Data Only)

T.1.2 Psychological and psychosocial interventions

T.1.2.1 Computerised cognitive behavioural therapy (CCBT)

ANDERSSON2005A (Published Data Only)


CHRISTENSEN2004A (Published Data Only)


**CLARKE2002** (Published Data Only)


**CLARKE2005** (Published Data Only)


**PROUDFOOT2004A** (Unpublished and Published Data)


**Selmi1990** (Published Data Only)


**SPEK2007** (Published Data Only)


T.1.2.2  Guided self-help 2004

BROWN2004 (Unpublished and Published Data)


FLOYD2004 (Published Data Only)


GEISNER2006 (Published Data Only)


HANSSON2008 (Published Data Only)


LOVELL2008 (Published Data Only)


SALKOVSKIS2006 (Published Data Only)


STICE2007 (Published Data Only)


WILLEMSE2004 (Published Data Only)


WILLIAMS2008 (Published Data Only)

Physical activity programmes

**BERLIN2003** (Published Data Only)

**BLUMENTHAL2007** (Published Data Only)

**BROWN2001** (Published Data Only)

**BUTLER2008** (Published Data Only)

**DUNN2005** (Published Data Only)

**HABOUSH2006** (Published Data Only)

**HOFFMAN2008** (Published Data Only)

**KNUBBEN2007** (Published Data Only)

**MATHER2002** (Published Data Only)
**PASSMORE2006** (Published Data Only)


**PILU2007** (Published Data Only)


**SIMS2006** (Published Data Only)


**SINGH1997A** (Published Data Only)


**SINGH2005D** (Published Data Only)


**TSANG2006** (Published Data Only)


**T.1.2.4 Cognitive behavioural studies**

**BAGBY2008** (Published Data Only)


**DAVID2008** (Published Data Only)


**DERUBEIS2005** (Published Data Only)

DIMIDIJIAN2006 (Published Data Only)

*Secondary reference


JACOBSON1996 (Published Data Only)


LUTY2007 (Published Data Only)

*Secondary reference


MANBER2008 (Published Data Only)


MARSHALL2008 (Published Data Only)


Cognitive behavioural therapies versus therapies designed for depression

ALLARTVANDAM2003 (Published Data Only)


CONSTANTINO2008 (Published Data Only)

DALGARD2006 (Published Data Only)


HARINGSMA2006A (Published Data Only)


WONG2008 (Published Data Only)

*Secondary reference


Group cognitive behavioural therapies - new studies in the 2009 guideline update

ALLARTVANDAM2003 (Published Data Only)


DALGARD2006 (Published Data Only)


HARINGSMA2006A (Published Data Only)

WONG2008 (Published Data Only)

*Secondary reference


Cognitive behavioural therapies - elderly

LAIDLAW2008 (Published Data Only)


Cognitive behavioural therapies - relapse prevention

BOCKTING2005 (Published Data Only)


FAVA1998 (Published Data Only)


HOLLON2005 (Published Data Only)


PAYKEL2005 (Published Data Only)


PERLIS2002 (Published Data Only)

Cognitive behavioural therapies - mindfulness - relapse prevention

CRANE2008 (Published Data Only)

KUYKEN2008 (Published Data Only)

MA2004 (Published Data Only)

Group cognitive behavioural therapies - relapse prevention - elderly

WILKINSON2009 (Published Data Only)

T.1.2.5 Behaviour therapy (BT)/ behavioural activation

DIMIDJIAN2006 (Published Data Only)


HOPKO2003 (Published Data Only)

JACOBSON1996 (Published Data Only)

Rational emotive behavioural therapy - new studies in the 2009 guideline update

DAVID2008 (Published Data Only)


### T.1.2.6 Couples therapy

**BODENMANN2008** (Published Data Only)


**JACOBSON1993** (Published Data Only)


### T.1.2.7 Interpersonal therapy (IPT)

**BLOM2007** (Published Data Only)


**LUTY2007** (Published Data Only)


**MARSHALL2008** (Published Data Only)


**SCHRAMM2007** (Published Data Only)


**SWARTZ2008** (Published Data Only)

**Interpersonal therapy - elderly - maintenance**

**REYNOLDS2006 (Published Data Only)**


**Interpersonal therapy - elderly**

**VAN SCHAIK2006 (Published Data Only)**


**T.1.2.8 Counselling**

**GOLDMAN2006 (Published Data Only)**


**GREENBERG1998 (Published Data Only)**


**WATSON2003 (Published Data Only)**


**T.1.2.9 Short-term psychodynamic psychotherapy**

**DEJONGHE2004 (Published Data Only)**


**DEKKER2008 (Published Data Only)**


**KOOL2003 (Published Data Only)**


**MAINA2005 (Published Data Only)**

**SALMINEN2008 (Published Data Only)**


**Short-term psychodynamic psychotherapy - relapse prevention - new studies in the guideline update**

**MAINA2008 (Unpublished Data Only)**


### T.1.3 Pharmacological and physical interventions

#### TCAs versus placebo

**AMSTERDAM2003A (Published Data Only)**


**BAKISH1992B (Published Data Only)**


**BAKISH1992C (Published Data Only)**


**BARGESCHAAPVELD2002 (Published Data Only)**


**BEASLEY1991B (Published Data Only)**


**BOYER1996A (Published Data Only)**


**BREMNER1995 (Published Data Only)**
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**BYERLEY1988** (Published Data Only)

**CASSANO1986** (Published Data Only)

**CASSANO1996** (Published Data Only)

**CLAGHORN1983** (Published Data Only)

**CLAGHORN1983B** (Published Data Only)

**CLAGHORN1996A** (Published Data Only)

**COHN1984** (Published Data Only)

**COHN1985** (Published Data Only)

**COHN1990A** (Published Data Only)

**COHN1992** (Published Data Only)

**COHN1996 (Published Data Only)**


**DOMINGUEZ1981 (Published Data Only)**


**DOMINGUEZ1985 (Published Data Only)**


**DUNBAR1991 (Published Data Only)**


**ELKIN1989 (Published Data Only)**


**ENTSUAH1994 (Published Data Only)**


**ESCOBAR1980 (Published Data Only)**

References to studies from the 2004 and 2009 guidelines

FABRE1980 (Published Data Only)


FABRE1992 (Published Data Only)


FABRE1996 (Published Data Only)


FEIGER1996A (Published Data Only)


FEIGHNER1979 (Published Data Only)


FEIGHNER1980 (Published Data Only)


FEIGHNER1982 (Published Data Only)


FEIGHNER1983A (Published Data Only)


FEIGHNER1983B (Published Data Only)


FEIGHNER1989


FEIGHNER1989A (Published Data Only)

FEIGHNER1989B (Published Data Only)


FEIGHNER1989C (Published Data Only)


FEIGHNER1992B (Published Data Only)


FEIGHNER1993 (Published Data Only)


FERGUSON1994B (Published Data Only)


FONTAINE1994 (Published Data Only)


GELENBERG1990 (Published Data Only)


GELENBERG2002 (Published Data Only)


GEORGOTAS1982A (Published Data Only)


GEORGOTAS1986A (Published Data Only)


MENDELS1986 (Published Data Only)


MERIDETH1983 (Published Data Only)


MINDHAM1991 (Published Data Only)


MYNORSWALLIS1995 (Published Data Only)


MYNORSWALLIS1997 (Published Data Only)


NAIR1995 (Published Data Only)


NANDI1976 (Published Data Only)


NORTON1984 (Published Data Only)

PECKNOLD1976B (Published Data Only)
clinical studies with clomipramine in depressed psychiatric patients--II. Report on a placebo-

PEDERSEN2002 (Published Data Only)
functioning be distinguished from depression improvement in antidepressant clinical trials? 
Quality of Life Research, 11, 9-17.

PESELOW1989 (Published Data Only)
The predictive value of the dexamethasone suppression test. A placebo-controlled study. 
British Journal of Psychiatry, 155, 667-672.

PESELOW1989B (Published Data Only)
and long-term efficacy of paroxetine HCl: A. Data from a 6-week double-blind parallel design 

PHILIPP1999 (Published Data Only)
Philipp, M., Kohnen, R., & Hiller, K. O. (1999). Hypericum extract versus imipramine or 
placebo in patients with moderate depression: randomised multicentre study of treatment for 

QUITKIN1989 (Published Data Only)
Quitkin, F. M., McGrath, P. J., Stewart, J. W., Harrison, W., Wager, S. G., Nunes, E. et al. 
(1989). Phenelzine and imipramine in mood reactive depressives. Further delineation of the 
syndrome of atypical depression. Archives of General Psychiatry, 46, 787-793.

RAMPELLO1991 (Published Data Only)
depression: a symptom profile for predicting therapeutical responses. Acta Psychiatrica 
Scandinavica, 84, 552-554.

REIMHERR1990 (Published Data Only)
(1990). Antidepressant efficacy of sertraline: a double-blind, placebo- and amitriptyline-
controlled, multicenter comparison study in outpatients with major depression. Journal of 
Clinical Psychiatry, 51 (Suppl. B), 18-27.

RICCKELS1981 (Published Data Only)
amoxapine and imipramine in the treatment of depressed outpatients: a controlled study. 

RICCKELS1982A (Published Data Only)
depressed outpatients. A placebo controlled study. Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica, 66, 109-
120.

RICCKELS1982D (Published Data Only)

RICKELS1985 (Published Data Only)


RICKELS1987 (Published Data Only)


RICKELS1991 (Published Data Only)


ROFFMAN1982 (Published Data Only)


ROWAN1982 (Published Data Only)


SCHWEIZER1994 (Published Data Only)


SCHWEIZER1998 (Published Data Only)


SHRIVASTAVA1992 (Published Data Only)


SILVERSTONE1994 (Published Data Only)


SMALL1981 (Published Data Only)

SMITH1990 (Published Data Only)

SPRING1992 (Published Data Only)

STASSEN1993 (Published Data Only)

THOMPSON2001B (Published Data Only)

UCHA1990 (Published Data Only)

VERSIANI1989 (Published Data Only)

VERSIANI1990 (Published Data Only)

WAKELIN1986 (Published Data Only)

WHITE1984A (Published Data Only)

WILCOX1994 (Published Data Only)

Acute-phase duloxetine

BRANNAN2005A (Published Data Only)
Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMCM, CT Registry ID# 6365. Duloxetine once-daily dosing versus placebo in patients with major depression and pain. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


BRECHT2007 (Published Data Only)

Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMDH, CT Registry ID# 8605. A 10-week, randomized, double-blind study evaluating the efficacy of duloxetine 60 mg once daily versus placebo in outpatients with major depressive disorder. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


DETKE2002 (Published Data Only)

Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMBH-B, CT Registry ID# 4689. Duloxetine once-daily dosing versus placebo in the acute treatment of major depression. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


DETKE2002A (Published Data Only)

Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMBH-A, CT Registry ID# 4689. Duloxetine once-daily dosing versus placebo in the acute treatment of major depression. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


DETKE2004 (Published Data Only)

Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMAY, CT Registry ID# 4298. Duloxetine versus placebo and paroxetine in the treatment of major depression. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


ELI LILLY HMAI (Unpublished Data Only)

Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMAI, CT Registry ID# 1126. A double-blind, placebo- and clomipramine-controlled study in duloxetine in patients with major depressive disorder. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].

ELI LILLY HMAQ (Unpublished Data Only)

Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMAQ, CT Registry ID# 7999. Duloxetine versus placebo in the treatment of major depressive disorder. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].
ELI LILLY HMAT-A (Unpublished Data Only)
Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMAT-A, CT Registry ID# 4091. Duloxetine versus placebo and paroxetine in the acute treatment of major depression. Study Group A. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].

ELI LILLY HMBU (Unpublished and Published Data) not given in published report so taken from report on clinicaltrialresults.org
*Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMBU, CT Registry ID# 6090. Duloxetine versus venlafaxine extended release in the treatment of major depressive disorder. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].

ELI LILLY HMCQ (Unpublished and Published Data)
Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMCQ, CT Registry ID# 7999. Duloxetine versus venlafaxine extended release in the treatment of major depressive disorder. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].

GOLDSTEIN2002 (Published Data Only)
Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMAQ, CT Registry ID# 3327. Duloxetine versus placebo in the treatment of major depression. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


GOLDSTEIN2004 (Published Data Only)
Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMAT-B, CT Registry ID# 4091. Duloxetine versus placebo and paroxetine in the acute treatment of major depression. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


KHAN2007B (Unpublished and Published Data)


LEE2007 (Published Data Only)
Eli Lilly study F1J-AA-HMCV, CT Registry ID# 6937. Duloxetine versus paroxetine in the acute treatment of major depression. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].

randomized, paroxetine-controlled, non-inferiority trial in China, Korea, Taiwan and Brazil. Psychiatry & Clinical Neurosciences, 61, 295-307.

NIERENBERG2007B (Unpublished and Published Data)

Eli Lilly study F1J-US-HMCR, CT Registry ID# 7978. Duloxetine versus escitalopram and placebo in the treatment of patients with major depression. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


PERAHIA2006B (Published Data Only)

Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMAY, CT Registry ID# 4298. Duloxetine versus placebo and paroxetine in the treatment of major depression. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


RASKIN2007 (Published Data Only)

Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMBV, CT Registry ID# 6091. Duloxetine versus placebo in the treatment of elderly patients with major depressive disorder. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


WADE2007 (Unpublished and Published Data)


**WHITMYER2007** (Unpublished and Published Data)


Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMDR, CT Registry ID# 8950. A comparison of duloxetine dosing strategies in the treatment of patients with major depression. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


**Light therapy**

**AYER1993** (Published Data Only)


**AYER2001** (Published Data Only)


**AYER2001A** (Published Data Only)


**DESAN2007** (Published Data Only)


**EASTMAN1998** (Published Data Only)


**JOFFE1993** (Published Data Only)


**LAFER1994** (Published Data Only)

LAM2006F (Published Data Only)


LEVITT1996 (Published Data Only)


MARTINEZ1994 (Published Data Only)


MEESTERS1993A (Published Data Only)


MEESTERS1995 (Published Data Only)


MEESTERS1999 (Published Data Only)


RASTAD2008 (Published Data Only)


ROHAN2004 (Published Data Only)


ROHAN2007 (Published Data Only)


**ROSENTHAL1993** (Published Data Only)


**STRONG2008** (Published Data Only)


**TERMAN1998** (Published Data Only)


**TERMAN2006** (Unpublished and Published Data)


**WILEMAN2001** (Published Data Only)


**Non-light therapy interventions for depression with a seasonal pattern/SAD**

**LAM1995** (Published Data Only)


**LINGJAERDE1993** (Published Data Only)


**MOSCOVITCH2004** (Published Data Only)


**PARTONEN1996** (Published Data Only)
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**SCHLAGER1994** (Published Data Only)

**TERMAN1995** (Published Data Only)

**Non-light therapy interventions for depression with a seasonal pattern/SAD - relapse prevention**

**MODELL2005 study 1** (Published Data Only)

**MODELL2005 study 2** (Published Data Only)

**MODELL2005 study 3** (Published Data Only)

**Next-step treatments**

**BERMAN2007** (Published Data Only)

**CORYA2006** (Published Data Only)

**ESCHWEILER2007** (Published Data Only)

**HEIKMAN2002B** (Published Data Only)

**KEITNER2009** (Published Data Only)

LENOXSMITH2008 (Unpublished and Published Data)


MAHMOUD2007 (Published Data Only)


MARCUS2008 (Published Data Only)


MCCALL2002 (Published Data Only)


MCINTYRE2007B (Published Data Only)


MICHELSO2007 (Published Data Only)


RANJKESH2005 (Published Data Only)


SACKEIM1993 (Published Data Only)


Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMDR, CT Registry ID# 8950. A comparison of duloxetine dosing strategies in the treatment of patients with major depression. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08].


Relapse prevention

GORWOOD2007 (Unpublished and Published Data)


GRUNHAUS2001 (Published Data Only)


KELLNER2006 (Published Data Only)


KORNSTEIN2006A (Published Data Only)


MCGRATH2006 (Published Data Only)


NAVARRO2008 (Published Data Only)

**PERAHIA2006D** (Published Data Only)

Eli Lilly study F1J-MC-HMBC, CT Registry ID# 4445. Duloxetine versus placebo in the prevention of relapse of major depressive disorder. Clinicaltrialresults.org [date site accessed 13.06.08]


**PREVENT STUDY** (Published Data Only)


**RAPAPORT2004** (Unpublished and Published Data)


**RAPAPORT2006A** (Published Data Only)


**VAN den BROEK2006** (Published Data Only)


### T.1.4 Management of subthreshold depressive symptoms

#### Psychological and psychosocial interventions

**BARRETT1999** (Published Data Only)


BROWNE2002 (Published Data Only)


DUNNER1996 (Published Data Only)


HELLERSTEIN2001A (Published Data Only)


MARKOWITZ2005 (Published Data Only)


RAVINDRAN1999 (Published Data Only)


THYME2007 (Published Data Only)

Pharmacological interventions

AMORE2001 (Published Data Only)

BAKISH1993 (Published Data Only)


BARRETT1999 (Published Data Only)


BOYER1999 (Published Data Only)

DEJONGHE1991 (Published Data Only)

GEISLER1992 (Published Data Only)

HELLERSTEIN1993 (Published Data Only)

JUDD2004 (Published Data Only)

RAVINDRAN1999 (Published Data Only)

RAVINDRAN2000 (Published Data Only)

RAVIZZA1999 (Published Data Only)

ROCCA2005 (Published Data Only)

SALZMANN1995 (Published Data Only)

SMERALDI1996 (Published Data Only)


SZEGEDI1997 (Published Data Only)
THASE1996A (Published Data Only)


VALLEJO1987 (Published Data Only)

VANELLE1997 (Published Data Only)

VERSIANI1997 (Published Data Only)

Pharmacological interventions - relapse prevention

MILLER2001A (Published Data Only)


T.2 References to studies from the 2004 guideline

This appendix contains references to the studies from the 2004 guideline, as they appeared in that guideline.

T.2.1 Service references

Araya2003 {published data only}

Arthur2002 {published data only}

Austin-Los Angeles


Azim-Alberta


Baker2001 (published data only)


Barkley-Ontario


Basker-Jerusalem


Bateman-London-1999


Beigel-New York


Beutler1991 {published data only}


Blair1998 {published data only}


Blanchard1995 {published data only}


Blenkiron2001 {published data only}

**Boath-Stoke**


**Bond - USA**


**Bosscher1993 {published data only}**


**Bowers1993 {published data only}**


**Bowman1995 {published data only}**


**Bowman-Dublin**


**Bradshaw-Minnesota**


**Brook-Denver**


**Brown1984 {published data only}**


**Burns - UK**


Bush - USA


Callahan 1994 (published data only)


Carey - US


Case - New York


Coleman 1999 (published data only)


Comstock - Texas


Creed - Blackburn


Creed - Manchester 1


Creed - Manchester 2 (IK 1990)


Creed - Manchester 3 (IK 1996)

Dick1991 Dundee


Dick1985 UK


Donnan1990 {published data only}


Dowrick1995 {published data only}

Dowrick C. Does testing for depression influence diagnosis or management by general practitioners? Family Practice 1995;12(4):461-465

Doyne1987 {published data only}


Drake-New Hampshire


Dunn2002 {published data only}


Ettlinger-New York


Fenton - Montreal


Fink-Toronto

Fremont1987 {published data only}

Glick-New York-1986

Glick-San Francisco


Grad-Chichester
Grad J, Sainsbury P. The effects that patients have on their families in a community care and a control psychiatric service - a two year follow-up. British Journal of Psychiatry 1968;114:265-78.

Grant2000 {published data only}

Greist1979 {published data only}
Gudeman-Boston

Guidry-New Orleans

Guillette-Maryland

Guy-Baltimore


Hannay1999 {published data only}

Harris1999 {published data only}

Herman2002 {published data only}


Herz-New York1 (US 1971)

Herz-New York2


**Hirsch-London**


**Hogg-Glasgow**


**Holdsworth1996** {published data only}


**Hoult - Sydney**


**Hunkeler2000** {published data only}


**Inch-Saskatchewan**


**Jamison1995** {published data only}


**Jarema-Warsaw**


**Johnstone1976 (published data only)**


**Kandel-US**


**Katon1995 (published data only)**


**Katon1996 (published data only)**


**Katon1999 (published data only)**


**Katon2001 (published data only)**


Kecmanovic-Sarajevo


Kiely1986 {published data only}


Klein1985 {published data only}


Klyczek-US


Konieczynska-Warsaw


Kris-US-1965


Kritz-Silverstein 20 {published data only}


Kuldau-California

Kuldau JM, Stanley J, Dirks JD. Controlled evaluation of a hospital-originated community transitional system. Archives of General Psychiatry 1977;34:1331-40

Labbe1988 {published data only}


Landreville1997 {published data only}

Levenson-Houston


Lewis1996 {published data only}


Liang-Taipei


Lin 2001 {published data only}


Linn-USA-1979


Linn1980 {published data only}


Llewellyn-Jones 1999 {published data only}


Lystad-Louisiana


Magruder-Habib 1990 {published data only}


Mann1998 study1 {published data only}


Mann1998 study2 {published data only}

Martinsen1989 (published data only)


Martinsen1993 (published data only)


Mathai-Bangalore


McCann1984 (published data only)


McNeil1991 (published data only)


Meltzoff-NY-1966

Meltzoff J, Blumenthal RL. The day treatment center: principles, application and evaluation 1966; Charles C Thomas, Springfield, Ill.

Merson - UK


Michaux-Maryland


Milne-Wakefield


Moore1978 (published data only)

Mosher - USA


Muijen - London


Muijen 2 - UK


Niskanen-Helsinki


O'Shea-Ireland


Odenheimer-USA


Oka-Kurume (Japan)

Pai - India


Pasamanick-Ohio


Penk-Dallas


Peveler1999 {published data only}


Piersma-Michigan


Piper1993 Alberta


Piper WE, Rosie JS, Azim HFA, Joyce AS. A randomized trial of psychiatric day treatment for patients with affective and personality disorders. Hospital and Community Psychiatry 1993;44:757-63.

Piper WE, Rosie JS, Joyce AS, Azim HFA. Time-limited day treatment for personality disorders: integration of research and practice in a group program 1996; American Psychological Association, Washington D.C.

Platt-London

**Polak - USA**


**Russell-Ottawa**


**Proudfoot2003** {published data only}


**Proudfoot2003a** {unpublished data only}


**Reifler 9-12-1996** {published data only}

Reifler DR, Kessler HS, Bernhard EJ, Leon AC, Martin GJ. Impact of screening for mental health concerns on health service utilization and functional status in primary care patients. Archives of Internal Medicine 9-12-1996;156(22):2593-2599

**Robinson1997** {published data only}


**Rollman2002** {published data only}


**Rost2001** {published data only}


**Rost2002** {published data only}


Schene-Utrecht (NL 1993)

Schmidt 1983 {published data only}

Scogin1987 {published data only}

Scogin1989 {published data only}

Selmi1990 {published data only}

Simon2000 {published data only}

Singh1997 {published data only}


Sledge1996 US


Sorby 1991 {published data only}

Stein1975 Madison


Test MA, Stein LI. Training in community living: research design and results. Alternatives to Mental Hospital Treatment 1978;57-74.


Tam-Hong Kong


Tantam-Manchester


Tyrer 1979 Southampton


Unutzer 2002 {published data only}


Vaglum-Oslo


Vaitl-Haar (Germany)

van den Hout-NL

van Minnen - Holland

Veale1992 {published data only}

Washburn-Boston


Welburn2000

Weldon-NY-1979
Weldon E, Clarkin J, Hennessy JJ, Frances A. Day hospital versus outpatient treatment: a atric Quarterly 1979;51:144-50

Wells2000 {published data only}


Whooley2000 {published data only}

Wiersma-Groningen (NL-1989)


Wilberg-Oslo


Williams1999 {published data only}


Wollersheim1991 {published data only}


Wright2002 {published data only}


Zung1983 {published data only}


Zwerling-New York(US-1964)


T.2.2 Psychology references

Alexopoulos2003 {published data only}
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Antonuccio1984 (US) {published data only}

Barkham1996 (UK) {published data only}

Beach1986 (US) {published data only}

Beach1992 (US) {published data only}

Beck1985 (US) {published data only}

Bedi2000 (UK) {published data only}


Bellamy2000 (UK) {published data only}

Beutler1987 (US) {published data only}

Beutler1991 (US) {published data only}

Blackburn1981 (UK) {published data only}


**Blackburn1997 (UK) {published data only}**


**Bolton2001 (Aust) {published and unpublished data}**
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